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5.8% November 2022

Alberta Unemployment 

Sustained leasing activity through Edmonton’s two-pronged industrial market will see vacancy end the year at 3.5% and we expect
continued tightening towards 3% by spring 2023. Strong demand for Logistics and Warehousing space continues, and occupiers are
looking to new construction and surrounding municipalities to fill their requirements. Pre-construction leasing continues, and average
lease rates have pushed into double digits ($/SF) across all submarkets and Tenant Incentives are almost a thing of the past. Energy-
focused businesses, historically the dominant player in the market, continue to expand through Leduc and Nisku and lease rates in the
mid–teens ($/SF) are now commonplace for properties with cranes and low site coverage.

The cost of borrowing, whilst still historically cheap, is starting to affect sales as it is taking some time for groups to get comfortable
with interest rates that have doubled over the past 12 months. The Bank of Canada has increased rates 7 times during 2022, and with
further increases expected in early 2023, albeit at lower increments, there has been a slight softening in cap rates (especially for older
products). Vendors are coming to terms with purchasers needing a little more meat on the bone given increased down payments and
tightening debt servicing requirements. One positive takeaway is that the rising cost of debt is being offset by escalating lease rates.
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DECEMBER,  2022 I N D U S T R I A L - E D M O N T O N

1. VACANCY: Hovering around 3.5% and where the year will finish - expect 3% vacancy by Spring 2023.

2. BASE RENTS: Base rents in the mid-teens $/SF for free-standing shops with yard, and Distribution Facilities starting

to hit double-digit base lease rates. Expect to pay a couple $ / SF more for specialized facilities with cranes and

fabrication capabilities. 

3. PRE-CONSTRUCTION LEASING: consistently seeing leases executed prior to construction being completed (and in

some cases even started), as Edmonton slowly catches up to the rest of the world's industrial markets. 

3 TAKEAWAYS FOR DECEMBER 2022:

RECENT NOTEABLE TRANSACTIONS

LEASED:  9205  135  St ,  Edmonton AVAILABLE:  3902 65A Ave ,  Leduc

AICRE Commercial would like to congratulate Rocanda
Enterprises on their 75,857 SF Edmonton expansion into
Discovery Park. The newly constructed industrial park
developed by Remington Development features over 270
Acres of prime land just off the QEII Highway.

4,800, 6,600 &6,768  SF Bays
Turn-key office space
New yard layout
5 Ton crane capable 

For Lease
Industrial bays with yard storage and new office build-out
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